In this paper we present a new operational interpretation of relative-entropy between quantum states in the form of the following protocol.
Introduction
O((S(ρ σ) − S(E(ρ) E(σ)) + 1)/ε 4 ) bits of communication to Bob, such that with probability at least 1 − 4ε, the stateρ that Bob gets at the end of the protocol satisfies F(ρ,ρ) ≥ 1 − ε .
Our second result provides a new operational meaning to trace distance between quantum states in the form of the following protocol.
P 1 : Alice gets to know the eigen-decomposition of a quantum state ρ. Bob gets to know the eigen-decomposition of a quantum state σ. Alice and Bob use shared entanglement, do local measurements (no communication) and at the end Alice outputs registers AA 1 and Bob outputs registers BB 1 such that the following holds:
1. The marginal state in A is ρ and the marginal state in B is σ. The protocol above can be viewed as a quantum analogue of the classical correlated-sampling protocol, which is widely used for example by Holenstein [Hol07] in his proof of a parallelrepetition theorem for two-player one-round games. Recently Dinur, Steurer and Vidick [DSV14] have shown another version of a quantum correlated sampling protocol different from ours, and used it in their proof of a parallel-repetition theorem for two-prover one-round entangled projection games.
Our techniques
Our protocol P is inspired by the protocol of Braverman and Rao [BR11] , which as we mentioned, applies to the special case when inputs to Alice and Bob are classical probability distributions P, Q respectively. Let us assume the simpler case first when Alice and Bob know c = S ∞ (P Q) def = min{λ| P ≤ 2 λ Q}, the relative min-entropy between P and Q. In the protocol of [BR11] , Alice and Bob share (as public coins) {(M i , R i )| i ∈ N} where each (M i , R i ) is independently and identically distributed uniformly over U ×[0, 1], where U is the support of P and Q. Alice accepts index i iff R i ≤ P (M i ) and Bob accepts index i iff R i ≤ 2 c Q(M i ). It is easily argued that for the first index j accepted by Alice, M j is distributed according to P . Braverman and Rao argue that Alice can communicate this index j to Bob, with high probability, using communication O(c) bits (for constant ε), using crucially the fact that P ≤ 2 c Q.
In our protocol, Alice and Bob share infinite copies of the following quantum state
where registers A, B serve to sample a maximally mixed state in the support of ρ, σ and the registers A 1 , B 1 serve to sample uniformly in the interval [0, 1] (in the limit K → ∞). Again let us assume the simpler case first when Alice and Bob know c = S ∞ (ρ σ) def = min{λ| ρ ≤ 2 λ σ} (here ≤ represent the Löwner order), the relative min-entropy between ρ and σ. Let ρ = i a i |a i a i | and σ = i b i |b i b i |. Alice performs the following projection on registers AA 1 on each copy of |ψ and accepts the index of a copy iff the projection succeeds.
Similarly Bob performs the following projection (for appropriately chosen δ) on registers BB 1 on each copy of |ψ and accepts the index of a copy iff the projection succeeds.
Again it is easily argued that (in the limit K → ∞), the marginal state in B (and also in A) in the first copy of |ψ , with index i, in which Alice succeeds is ρ. Using crucially the fact that ρ ≤ 2 c σ, we argue that after Alice's measurement succeeds in a copy, Bob's measurement also succeeds with high probability and hence (by the gentle measurement lemma) does not disturb the state much in the register B, conditioned on success. We also argue that Alice can communicate the index of this copy to Bob with communication of O(c) bits (for constant ε).
As can be seen, our protocol is a natural quantum analogue of the protocol of Braverman and Rao [BR11] . However, since ρ and σ may not commute, our analysis deviates significantly from the analysis of [BR11] . We are required to show several new facts related to the non-commuting case while arguing that the protocol still works fine.
We then consider the case in which S (ρ σ) (instead of S ∞ (ρ σ)) is known to Alice and Bob. The quantum substate theorem [JRS02, JN12] implies that there exists a quantum state ρ , having high fidelity with ρ such that S ∞ (ρ σ) = O(S(ρ σ)). We argue that our protocol is robust with respect to small perturbations in Alice's input and hence works well for the pair (ρ, σ) as well, and uses communication O(S(ρ σ)) bits. Again this requires us to show new facts related to the non-commuting case.
Related work
Much progress has been made in the last decade towards proving direct sum and direct product conjectures in various models of communication complexity and information theory has played a crucial role in these works. Most of the proofs have build upon elegant one-shot protocols for interesting information theoretic tasks. For example, consider the following task.
T1:
Alice gets to know the eigen-decomposition of a quantum state ρ. Alice and Bob get to know the eigen-decomposition of a quantum state σ. They also know c def = S(ρ σ), the relative entropy between ρ and σ and an error parameter ε. They use shared entanglement and communication and at the end of the protocol, Bob ends up with a quantum stateρ such that F(ρ,ρ) ≥ 1 − ε.
Jain, Radhakrishnan and Sen in [JRS05, JRS08] , showed that this task (for constant ε) can be achieved with communication O(S(ρ σ) + 1) bits, and this led to direct sum theorems for all relations in entanglement-assisted quantum one-way and entanglement-assisted quantum simultaneous message-passing communication models. They also considered the special case when the inputs to Alice and Bob are probability distributions P, Q respectively and showed that O(S(P Q) + 1)) bits of communication can achieve this task (for constant ε). Later an improved result was obtained by Harsha, Jain, Mc. Allester and Radhakrishnan [HJMR10] , where they presented a protocol in which Bob is able to sample exactly from P with expected communication S(P Q)+2 log S(P Q) +O(1) . This led to direct sum theorems for all relations in the public-coin randomized one-way, public-coin simultaneous message passing [JRS05, JRS08] and public-coin randomized bounded-round communication models [HJMR10] . Now let us consider the following task. 
. They also receive error parameter ε > 0 as common input. They use shared randomness, communication and at the end of the protocol Bob should sample from a distribution P such that F(P, P ) ≥ 1 − ε.
Jain, Radhakrishnan and Sen in [JRS05, JRS08] , showed that this task (for constant ε) can be achieved with a single message from Alice to Bob consisting of O((S(P Q)+1)2 (S(P R)+1) ) bits. This was used by them to provide a round-independent direct-sum theorem for the distributional two-way communication complexity of all relations under product distributions. This result was strengthened by Braverman [Bra12] where they considered the case when o B is not known to Alice and e A is not known to Bob. They showed that in this case as well the task can be achieved using same communication. This helped in generalizing the round-independent directsum result of [JRS05, JRS08] to non-product distributions. Modified versions of Braverman's protocol were later extensively used for example by Braverman and Weinstein [BW12] to show that information complexity is lower bounded by the discrepancy bound; by Kerenidis, Laplante, Lerays, Roland, and Xiao [KLL + 12] to show that information complexity is lower bounded by smooth-rectangle bound and by Jain and Yao [JY12] to show a direct-product result for all relations in terms of the smooth-rectangle bound.
Jain, Radhakrishnan and Sen in [JRS05, JRS08] showed that the appropriate quantum version of the task T2 can also be achieved using similar communication. This implied a round-independent direct-sum result for the distributional two-way entanglement-assisted communication complexity of all relations under product distributions. Recently, using a claim obtained in their result, Jain, Pereszlényi and Yao [JPY14] showed a parallel repetition theorem for two-player one-round entangled free-games.
Organization
In the next section we present some preliminaries that are needed for our proofs. In Section 3 we present the operational interpretation of quantum relative entropy. In Section 4 we present our quantum correlated sampling result. We present our direct sum result in Section A.
Preliminaries
In this section we present some notations, definitions, facts and lemmas that we will use later in our proofs.
Information theory
For integer n ≥ 1, let [n] represent the set {1, 2, . . . , n}. We use log to represent log 2 . Let X and Y be finite sets and k be a natural number. We let X k denote the set X × · · · × X , the cross product of X , k times. Let µ be a probability distribution on X . We let µ(x) represent the probability of x ∈ X according to µ. We use the same symbol to represent a random variable and its distribution whenever it is clear from the context. The expectation value of function f on X is defined as
, where x ← X means that x is drawn according to distribution X.
A quantum state (or just a state) ρ is a positive semi-definite matrix with trace equal to 1. It is called pure if and only if the rank is 1. Let |ψ be a unit vector. With slight abuse of notation, we use ψ to represent the state and also the density matrix |ψ ψ|, associated with |ψ . Let |ψ represent the complex conjugation of |ψ , taken in the computational basis. A classical distribution µ can be viewed as a quantum state with diagonal entries µ(x) and non-diagonal entries 0. For two quantum states ρ and σ, ρ ⊗ σ represents the tensor product (Kronecker product) of ρ and σ. A quantum super-operator E(·) is a completely positive and trace preserving (CPTP) linear map from states to states. Readers can refer to [CT91, NC00, Wat11] for more details.
Definition 2.1. The 1 -distance (a.k.a trace-distance) between quantum states ρ and σ is given by ρ − σ 1 , where X 1 def = Tr √ X † X is the sum of the singular values of X. We say that ρ is ε-close to σ in 1 if ρ − σ 1 ≤ ε. The 2 -distance between them is given by ρ − σ 2 , where
Definition 2.2. The fidelity between quantum states ρ and σ is given by F(ρ, σ)
The following fact relates the 1 -distance and the fidelity between two states.
Fact 2.3 ([NC00] page 416). For quantum states ρ and σ, it holds that
For two pure states |φ and |ψ , we have
Let ρ AB be a bipartite quantum state in registers AB. We sometimes use the same symbol to represent a quantum register and the Hilbert space associated with it. We define
where {|i } i is an orthonormal basis for the Hilbert space A and 1 B is the identity matrix in space B. The state ρ B is referred to as the marginal state of ρ AB in register B.
The following fact states that any quantum operation can be realized by attaching ancilla, performing a unitary and then a partial trace. 
The following proposition states that the distance between two states cannot be increased by quantum operations. 
In particular, for bipartite states ρ AB and σ AB , it holds that 
Fact 2.7. Given two quantum states ρ and σ,
Proof. By Facts 2.6 and 2.3,
The entropy of a quantum state ρ (in register X) is defined as S(ρ) def = −Trρ log ρ. We also let S (X) ρ represent S(ρ). The relative entropy between quantum states ρ and σ is defined as S(ρ σ) def = Trρ log ρ − Trρ log σ. The relative min-entropy between them is defined as
It is easily seen that relative entropy and relative min-entropy are invariant under unitary operations. For a unitary U : 
Fact 2.9 ([Win99, ON02]). (Gentle measurement lemma)
Let ρ be a density operator and Π be a projector. Then,
Proof. Let |φ be a purification of ρ. Then (Π ⊗ I) |φ is a purification of ΠρΠ. Hence (using Fact 2.5)
Communication complexity
Let f ⊆ X × Y × Z be a relation. In this work, we are concerned with quantum one-way communication complexity. In this model, Alice holds input x ∈ X and Bob holds input y ∈ Y. They may share a prior quantum state independent of the inputs. Alice makes an arbitrary unitary transformation on her qubits and sends part of her qubits to Bob. Bob makes a unitary operation and measures the last few qubits (answer registers) in the computational basis to get the answer z ∈ Z. The answer is declared correct if (x, y, z) ∈ f . Let Q ent,A→B ε (f ) represent the quantum one-way communication complexity of f with worst case error ε, that is the communication of the best such protocol computing f with error at most ε on any input (x, y).
Variants Proof of this lemma and the description of protocol is deferred to Appendix B.
An operational interpretation of quantum relative entropy
Following is our main result in this section. Alice and Bob share the following state where registers AA 1 belong to Alice and registers BB 1 belong to Bob.
1. Alice performs the measurement {P A , I − P A } on the registers AA 1 where,
|m m| .
She declares success if P A succeeds.
2. Bob performs the measurement {P B , I − P B } on the registers BB 1 , where
He declares success if P B succeeds. 
Proof. Since ρ ≤ 2 c σ, it implies g i |g i g i | ≤ 2 c σ. Let Π be the projection onto the eigenspace of σ with eigenvalues less than or equal to p · g i . We have ΠσΠ ≤ p · g i · Π. After applying Π on both sides of the equation g i |g i g i | ≤ 2 c σ and taking operator norm on both sides, we get
This implies the lemma.
Define
Here |a i (similarly |g i ) is the state obtained by taking complex conjugate of |a i , with respect to the basis {|1 , |2 . . . |N }.
The following claim asserts that |S A (ρ) and |S A (ρ ) are close if ρ and ρ are close.
Claim 3.4. | S A (ρ)|S
Note that both {R ij } and {R ij } form probability distributions over [N 2 ]. Also note that F(R, R ) = Tr( √ ρ √ ρ ). Consider (using Facts 2.7 and 2.3),
Consider,
Therefore,
Using the above,
Pr[Bob succeeds| Alice succeeds] = Tr(I
(Claim 3.4 and Eq. (1)) 3. From Fact 2.9,
Since the marginal of |S A (ρ) on register B is ρ and partial trace does not decrease fidelity (Fact 2.5), using item 2. above, the desired follows.
Remark 3.5. Note that if Alice and Bob get a real number r > S (ρ σ), instead of S (ρ σ)
(all other inputs remaining the same), the protocol above works in the same fashion, with the communication upper bounded by O((r + 1)/ε 4 ).
As a consequence of Theorem 3.1 we obtain the following direct sum result for all relations in the model of entanglement-assisted one-way communication complexity. Its proof is deferred to Appendix A. Theorem 3.6. Let X , Y, Z be finite sets, f ⊆ X × Y × Z be a relation, 0 < ε, δ < 1 10 and k > 1 be an integer. We have
Compression with side information
Here we present a variant of our protocol with side information. We start with the following. . Define,
It is known that Z ≤ 1 (see for e.g. [B.02]) and hence S(ρ 12 τ 12 ) ≤ S(ρ 12 σ 12 ) − S(ρ 1 σ 1 ). Bob computes the spectral decomposition of τ 12 using his input. They run the protocol given by Theorem 3.1 with the following setting: Alice knows a state ρ 12 , Bob knows a state τ 12 and both know a number (= S(ρ 12 σ 12 ) − S(ρ 1 σ 1 )) greater than S(ρ 12 τ 12 ). They also know the error parameter ε > 0. By the virtue of Remark 3.5, at the end of the protocol, with probability at least 1 − 4ε, Bob obtains a stateρ 12 , such that F(ρ 12 ,ρ 12 ) ≥ 1 − ε. Communication from Alice is upper bounded by O((S(ρ 12 σ 12 ) − S(ρ 1 σ 1 ) + 1) / 4 ).
We now present the protocol P as mentioned in the Introduction. a 1 , . . . , a N , b 1 , . . . b N are rounded to nearest multiple of 1/K. The error due to this assumption goes to 0 as K → ∞.
Alice and Bob share infinite copies of the following state:
1. Alice performs the measurement {P A , I − P A } on the registers AA 1 in each copy of |S where,
For the first copy in which P A succeeds, she outputs the registers AA 1 .
2. Bob performs the measurement {P B , I − P B } on the registers BB 1 in each copy of |S where,
For the first copy in which P B succeeds, he outputs the registers BB 1 . Proof. It is easily seen that the state in register A in (P A ⊗ I) |S is ρ. Similarly the state in register B in (I ⊗ P B ) |S is σ.
Proof. Consider the event that Alice and Bob succeed at the same index. The resulting state in
and this event occurs with probability
Since the cases of Bob succeeding before Alice and vice versa add positive operators to τ , we get the desired.
Claim 4.4. Let |θ
By direct calculation, we get
Hence,
Note that both {R ij } and {R ij } form probability distributions over [N 2 ]. Also note that F(R, R ) = Tr( √ ρ √ σ). Consider (using Facts 2.7 and 2.3),
Combining Equations (2) and (3) we get the desired.
Proof. Since M i is a projector in the support of AA 1 , we have (
Finally using Fact 2.5 and Claim 4.4 we get the second part of the theorem as follows.
Open questions
Some interesting open questions related to this work are as follows.
1. Can we show a direct product result for all relations in the one-way entanglement assisted communication model ?
2. Can we show a direct sum (and also possibly direct product) result for all relations in the bounded-round entanglement assisted communication model ?
3. Can we find other interesting applications of the protocols appearing in this work ?
A A direct sum theorem for quantum one-way communication complexity
We start with some preliminaries needed for our proof. Let ρ XY be a quantum state in space X ⊗Y . The conditional entropy is defined as S(X|Y )
The mutual information between registers X and Y is defined as
It is easy to see that I (X :
where µ is a probability distribution over X, then
where the conditional entropy is defined as S(Y |X) ρ def = Ex←µ [S(ρ x )] . Let ρ XY Z be a quantum state with Y being a classical register. The mutual information between X and Z, conditioned on Y , is defined as
The following chain rule for mutual information follows easily from the definitions, when Y is a classical register.
We will need the following basic facts. We have the following chain rules for relative entropy and mutual information.
Fact A.3. Let XM be a joint system where X = X 1 · · · X k are independent. Then,
Fact A.4. Relative entropy is non-increasing when subsystems are considered. Let ρ XY and σ XY be quantum states, then S ρ XY σ XY ≥ S ρ X σ X .
We let Q ent,A→B,µ ε (f ) represent distributional quantum one-way communication complexity of f under µ with distributional error at most ε, that is the communication of the best such protocol computing f with error averaged over µ upper bounded by ε. Following is Yao's min-max theorem connecting the worst case error and the distributional error settings.
Proof of Theorem 3.6: Let µ be any distribution over X × Y. We show the following, which combined with Fact A.5 implies the desired.
Let P be a quantum one-way protocol with communication c · k computing f k with overall probability of success at least 1 − ε under distribution µ k . Let the following be the global state after Alice sends the message to Bob and before Bob does any operation. 
where the first equality is from the definition of DU and the second equality is from the fact that conditioned on X i , Y i is independent of everything else.
Hence there exists j ∈ [k] such that
We also have
Above holds from definitions and because Y is independent of everything conditioned on
We exhibit an entanglement-assisted one-way protocol Q for f with communication less than c and distributional error ε under distribution µ. Given input (x, y) ∼ µ, Alice and Bob embed the input to the j-th coordinate X j Y j . They share public coins according to distribution D −j U −j , which are independent of the inputs by (5). From (5),
for all x j , y j , d −j u −j . From (4), 
B Proof of Lemma 2.10
Proof. The protocol is given in Figure 3 . The communication cost is log log 1 δ + r + 2 log 1 δ ≤ r + 3 log 1 δ . To prove the probability of success, let us define the following "bad" events. Definition B.1. Let
• B 1 represents the event that the length of the binary representation of k exceeds log log 1 δ ;
• B 2 represents the event that i / ∈ S B conditioning on ¬B 1 ;
• B 3 represents the event that j = i conditioning on ¬B 1 . 2. Follows from item 2 in Lemma 2.10.
3. For this argument we condition on ¬B 1 for all events below. From item 1 in Lemma 2.10 and Markov's inequality, 
